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13 
IMMATERIAL LAND 
Brian Martin 
I would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of this land, the \'{7urundjeri peo-
ple of the Kulin nation. I pay my respects to elders both past and present and convey 
thanks and gratitude to be able to create this writing on their ancestral lands. I also 
pay my respects to Bunjil, the great creator spirit of the Kulin nation. 
The above acknowledgement is necessary as it identifies the vital importance of 
what country we are on. In Aboriginal Australian culture there is an extensive tra-
dition to pay respects to the people and country that you are on or entering, as you 
are a visitor. The different language groups that exist in Australia would proceed to 
do this to identify who they are and to pay respect to another's country. It is also 
important to be welcomed onto someone's country out of mutual respect. This 
aspect of an ancient tradition is one that opens this chapter in order to situate my-
self into an ontological dynamic of Indigenous thinking and ideology. This act of 
acknowledgement introduces and demonstrates a way of thinking that is applied to 
culture in Indigenous ideology that is premised on "country". The focus "country" 
is central throughout this chapter as "country" invokes an embodied subjectivity. In 
Indigenous terms, one "belongs to country", not the reverse and there is a reciprocal 
relationship between people and "country". This also reveals a way of thinking in 
terms of a dynamic ontology that exists within Indigenous cultural ideology where 
this reciprocity is grounded in country. This will be examined within this chapter to 
demonstrate how the immaterial is materialized within an Indigenous way of think-
ing about ontology and cultural practices. 
The relationship of Western thinking to ideology has created what I term "tran-
quilization", which means that Western culture is complacent and apathetic about its 
own surroundings. This trajectory is twofold; it is both an effect of amnesia and one 
that perpetuates amnesia. This is not only significant for Australia, but illustrates a 
Western conception of art and culture which is based on representation, something 
separated from culture and life. This is vital to understanding how art and culture in 
a Western sense become merely representational ideology. Art is vital to the forma-
tion of cultural identity as cultures rely on practices that articulate memories, which 
are embedded within a collective consciousness. In Western terms, art has become 
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focused on the action of transgressing itself and is performed within its own do-
main which is separate from everydayness. Although it has an ontological premise, 
it is also masked because it has been hijacked by the ontic and representational-
ism. Indigenous cultural practices are crucially different as cultural productions have 
inter-relatedness to the real everyday world and are not isolated from one another. 
Furthermore, the premise of producing works extends from the real world itself, 
"country", as will be demonstrated in my discussion of the work of Indigenous art-
ist Badger Bates. This examination therefore challenges an established value system 
that considers Western ideology as legitimate and any "other" to be of a lesser value. 
Indeed, it is this notion of value that contributes to the effect of amnesia. 
This chapter investigates and recasts ideology in terms of material conditions. At 
the outset I analyze Louis Althusser's definition of ideology in order to expose its 
own false consciousness, which, in his own framework, is founded and premised on 
imaginary relations to existence. This permits me to introduce the notion of amnesia, 
which, I demonstrate, is a result of such false consciousness and ideology. I take up 
Andreas Huyssen's definition of amnesia in order to reveal how a Western frame-
work of ideology not only has an imaginary relationship to existence but embeds an 
amnesiac conditioning within its own constructed framework. Martin Heidegger's 
explanation of the relationship between art and ontology provides an opening to an 
understanding of an alternative framework. By extending this ontology, I employ Bar-
bara Bolt's account of a radical ontology that sees the image as having "real material 
effects", a conception that has resonances with the radical material beliefs of Indige-
nous culture. By elaborating this framework, I will provide an alternative "ground" 
and understanding of ideology by presenting how ideology in Indigenous culture 
is not based on the imaginary conditions of existence but is grounded in the "real". 
Through an examination of the relationship between art, ontology and ideology in 
Indigenous Australian culture, it is possible to arrive at an alternative understanding 
of "cultural ideology" and ontology. In doing so, we may recast the notion of ideol-
ogy, materialism and ontology through their basis in "land". The Western notion of 
"land" denotes an object to be owned. Drawing on Paul Carter's ideas concerning 
metaphor and layered meaning as they relate to ideology, I provide a counter-argu-
ment and will demonstrate that Indigenous cultural ideology involves an ontological 
relationship, a cohesion between life, art, country Oand), practice and memory rath-
er than an imaginary relationship to existence. Aboriginal "cultural ideology" is the 
"real" world. 
By examining the work of artist Badger Bates, a Paakantji man from Wilcannia, 
far west New South Wales, I will demonstrate this alternative framework and exam-
ine how Bates' work operates through a material practice that produces ontological 
effects through its articulation of immateriality. An examination of Bates' practice 
demonstrates this alternative framework of ideology since it clearly refuses the binary 
between the material and the metaphysical, but rather shows that ideology operates 
within both realms concurrently. His work illustrates an ontological framework and 
revolves around extracting images and revising techniques from the ancient tradi-
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tions of his ancestors, to be created in contemporary form. Although Bates works in 
various media, I will focus on his lino prints. The implications of recasting ideology 
in this manner and through Indigenous artistic practice will be examined in light of 
how "country" grounds the metaphysical into the material. The spiritual or immater-
ial nature of Aboriginal culture is a continual practice created by the reality of coun-
try. The important concept in this alternative framework is "country". Country is the 
basis of Indigenous ideology and it specifically constitutes and is constituted by the 
relationship between memory, life and culture, which are embedded in land (country). 
Indigenous art practices manifest this trinity. Within this framework, the immaterial 
is materially constituted by the real material conditions of existence, where the imma-
terial itself, becomes a reality. This "immateriality" in Indigenous cultural ideology is 
manifest in the real existence of country and ever continuing cultural practices. 
Material Representations 
Western philosophical discourse in relation to materialism and the arts, grounds its 
thinking in an ideology that has little relationship to the existence of everyday liv-
ing. The fundamental problem here is that a binary is created where ideology and 
lived experience have an ephemeral relationship. Since the inception of Western 
philosophical discourse, there has been a pursuit to represent an ideology of exis-
tence that is empirically and scientifically grounded. It is this line of thinking that has 
established a Western framework. Such a framework is confined by the limitations 
of Western ideology and representation in so far as it does not accept other forms 
of metaphysical beliefs. How can such ideology be grounded when it remains an 
ideology that is merely representational? The representational is problematic as will 
be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. The critical issue at stake here is the 
notion of ideology itsel£ Althusser states: "Ideology represents the imaginary rela-
tionship of individuals to their real conditions of existence" (Althusser 1971: 163). 
In his exploration of ideology and the state, Althusser examines the means of 
production as a reproduction of labor power in its submission to the ruling ideology. 
In doing so, Althusser presents a "new reality": "Ideology" (Althusser 1971: 133). 
It is in this context that Althusser claims there is a ruling ideology that unifies the 
diversity of production. He works though the following premises: 
• 
• 
ideology has no history: it does not have a history of its own as its history 
is external to it; 
ideology is a pure dream . 
Althusserian ideology is related to Freud's notion of the unconscious and formulates 
the view that ideology in general, has no history; it is eternal like the unconscious. 
From this, Althusser claims that ideology itself does not correspond to reality. 
However, while admitting that they do not correspond to reality, i.e. that they 
constitute an illusion, we admit that they do make allusion to reality, and that 
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they need only be 'interpreted' to discover the reality of the world behind their 
imaginary representation of that world (ideology= illusion/ allusion). (Althusser 
1971: 162) 
Ideology and the Subject 
The vital point that Althusser arrives at from the above illusion/ allusion relationship 
is that humans transpose and represent reality to themselves in an imaginary form. 
Challenging this is vital to any attempt at redefining ideology, as in this instance 
ideology becomes a construction of imaginary representations. Althusser further 
argues that humans construct themselves through an alienated representation since 
the conditions of existence around them are alienating. The crucial part of this ar-
gument is founded on the idea that the relationship that humanity has to its own 
reality is like ideology itself. Humanity in Althusserian terms has no history. Within 
this dilemma, Althusser moves on to claim that "ideology has a material existence"; 
that ideology exists in its practice or practices and therefore, this type of existence is 
material (Althusser 1971: 165). Within this materiality, ideology itself is made possi-
ble by subjectivity as "Ideology interpellates individuals as subjects" (Althusser 1971: 
170). This is vital to Althusser's understanding of ideology in a material existence 
as having no history as it is manufactured by and manufactures the subjects them-
selves. However, we must acknowledge the separation the subject has in relation to 
ideology in this framework. This is the reason why the subject has to be interpellated 
by ideology in order to attempt to resolve this existing binary. However, this further 
adds to the separation due to the nature of ideology itself within this framework. 
Opposing this split or separation is the notion of Land, where there is no need for 
interpellation as there is no existing separation between the subject and ideology. In 
this instance, land can take on the subjective position, which is the fundamental basis 
of an Indigenous ideology. 
For Althusser, the existence of ideology is premised by the subject and for the 
subject. This and the points made above are crucial to an understanding of ideology 
in Western terms. If ideology is an imaginary relation to reality and has no history, 
and this being an aspect of material existence itself, then humanity itself, in the light 
of the above, has no relationship to its own reality and history. Not only does ideol-
ogy represent a false consciousness, 1 but the ideology of humanity does itself oper-
ate as false consciousness. On the basis of the Althusserian relationship between 
ideology, subjects and the real conditions of existence, the notion of an amnesiac 
condition presents itself. 
Perpetual Amnesia 
For Andreas Huyssen, amnesia is produced in the context of the fading of gener-
ational memory. Huyssen uses the creation of the museum as a precursor to our 
obsession with memory, where the museum becomes a larger metaphor for holding 
onto culture and experience in everyday life. This is demonstrated by our restoration 
of things around us and the recording of life by technology. Hence the metaphor 
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of the museum becomes a paradigm for contemporary culture. The issue here is 
that this obsession does not solve the onset of amnesia, because by categorizing cul-
tural productions and memories within the metaphor of the museum, it promotes 
an amnesiac conditioning. Our obsession with the past through the safekeeping of 
memories in institutions give a false sense of capturing memory, because what is 
fundamentally locked away remains so: by safekeeping memories we forget that they 
are in fact there. 
Huyssen looks at the issue of representation in relation to temporality and memory: 
It does not require much theoretical sophistication to see that all representa-
tion- whether in language, narrative, image or recorded sound- is based on 
memory. Re - presentation always comes after, even though some media will 
try to provide us with the delusion of pure presence. But rather than leading us 
to some authentic origin or giving us verifiable access to the real, memory, even 
and especially in its belatedness, is itself based on representation. (Huyssen 
1995: 2-3) 
The key point in the above is that amnesia threatens to consume memory itself as it 
is based on representation. As with ideology, memory, in this sense, has little relation-
ship to our conditions of existence. This dilemma is stated by Huyssen in the follow-
ing: "It will have sealed the very forgetting of memory itself: nothing to remember, 
nothing to forget" (Huyssen 1995: 9). However, Huyssen does recognize the tenuous 
crevice between the past and the present as one that is alive. It is this dynamic space 
where culture and memory can be inter-related and through artistic practice can be re-
integrated back into living memory. Furthermore, it is this dynamic space that Indige-
nous cultural production utilizes in bringing cultural memory into consciousness: 
The past is not simply there in memory, but it must be articulated to become 
memory. The fissure that opens up between experiencing an event and remem-
bering it in representation is unavoidable. Rather than lamenting or ignoring it, 
this split should be understood as a powerful stimulant for cultural and flrtistic 
creativity. (Huyssen 1995: 3) 
However, "creating" an ideology can trap us into Western modes of thinking, such 
as the deferral of meaning as it is posited within a postmodern framework. It is in 
the postmodern space where art and ideology and their meanings are deferred. This 
implies not only a condition of amnesia, but further perpetuates amnesia. Postmod-
ernism in art demonstrates another mode where ideology is based on the imaginary 
relationship to existence, as it is also predicated on representation. How can we con-
ceive of a different mode of thinking that does not involve this separation or split? 
Teresa de Lauretis' notion of an "elsewhere space" presents another type of space 
where reality, ontology and culture co-exist. Although her "elsewhere space" is the-
orized in reference to gender, I would argue that the same can be applied to the 
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construction of race and identity. By looking for the blind spots in the margins of 
hegemonic discourses, de Lauretis wants to create spaces within the "power-knowl-
edge apparati." She states this is why: 
The critique of all discourses concerning gender, including those produced 
or promoted as feminist, continues to be as vital a part of feminism as is the 
ongoing effort to create new spaces of discourse, to rewrite cultural narratives, 
and to define the terms of another perspective- a view from 'elsewhere'? (de 
Lauretis 1987: 25) 
De Lauretis is referring to the space that is not represented within existing represen-
tations. It is within this space that we can operate to create an alternative materialist 
cultural ideology not predicated on the fissure between discourse and representation. 
This space of lived and situated experience is not embedded in "false conscious-
ness" and imaginary relations to real existence. The relationship of art, ontology and 
culture, in an Indigenous mode of living, acts as a means of resolving the trap of de-
ferral that this "open discourse" threatens to create, by presenting a "real" alternative 
ideology. This "real" ideology is an Indigenous conception of what I will term "cul-
tural ideology", and has a connection to the real social world as real and ontological 
experience. "Cultural ideology" is ontological. This is opposed to the notion of the 
antic as elaborated by Heidegger in his discussion of the work of art and truth in re-
lation to art (Heidegger 1971: 40). The on tic is in the realm that Heidegger refers to 
as "arts business". This is a place where the antic relates to our "everydayness" and 
our experience, as it is mediated by ideology. The ontic as the realm of everydayness, 
removes the work of art from its origins. In this sense, the ontic moves us further 
away from "Being" and from the ontological or the real conditions of our existence. 
The ontological represents the world of reality that is masked by the veil of "every-
dayness", the on tic. The ontological is the space where the work of art opens up for 
itself. This is the space of "cultural ideology", which being ontological, refers to the 
cohesion between life, art, land, practice and memory. This is also opposed to the 
notion of ideology put forward by Althusser. 
Empirical Ontology2 
Western modes of thinking about art are preoccupied with relating ideology to art 
and vice versa. This obsession within the history of Western art is premised on a 
desire to accurately represent a stable ideological basis whilst moving between the bi-
nary of the material and the metaphysical. How can this be achieved if there is a pre-
dicament with ideology itself? In dealing with this dilemma within the discourse of 
art, Heidegger presents an alternative within his notion of ontology, by exploring art's 
potential for revealing "truth". For Heidegger art operates in the realm of Beings. 
Heidegger views art ontologically rather than aesthetically. Art in the ontologi-
cal sense is where art opens up a space for itself in order to operate its purpose of 
demonstrating essence and truth. This space is one where art does not have an imagi-
nary relationship to existence. Opposed to this notion is the idea that art is established 
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on aesthetic material principles based on perception. This perception is predicated 
on the imaginary relationship that ideology has to real existence. Within his work, 
The Origins of the Work of Art (1971 ), he paradoxically articulates his notion of art 
within the space opened by Immanuel Kant. Heidegger provocatively asserts "Mat-
ter is the substrate and field for the artist's formative action" (Heidegger 1971: 27). 
This is a strategic intervention is intended to move us out of preconceptions about 
art and take us to the understanding if art as "revealing" by its own nature. Matter, 
understood in this sense, extends out of the comprehension of matter according to 
Aristotle. In contrast to Plato's idea of art as memesis, Heidegger confirms the notion 
of art practice as the movement of potential to the actual of substances as presented in 
Aristotle's fourth book on Metapf?ysics. 3 He utilizes this dynamic to demonstrate the 
revealing nature of art. This resonates with the dynamics out of which Indigenous 
cultural practices operate. 
Art, for Heidegger, exists as a sanctuary that stands in, building over the void of 
nihilism, as it is the "setting-into-work-of-truth". In his search for essence, Heidegger 
examines the "thingly" character of objects. He points out that if a thing is let be, 
it will come to the senses, as it is "self-revealing" (Heidegger 1971: 69). Because we 
don't access the bare sensation of sound, what is close to us is the "thing" in its non-
essential form. In such a relation it is not the thing in itself, but a representation of 
the "thing". So we can say that the problem lies with perception and it is here that 
Heidegger proposes art's ontological function. The aesthetic perception and function 
in this instance removes us further from the "truth" and can be paralleled to the no-
tion of ideology been predicated on subjective temporality. 
Heidegger proposes the concept of form and matter, and the removal of the char-
acteristics of the usefulness of the thing, hence, defining the "thing-being" as con-
sisting of what is left over. This examination also portrays art as a preserving tool of 
truth of "essence" or "being". For Heidegger, art is seen as an origin or essence, a 
happening of "truth". His notion of "standing-reserve" is one where things come 
forth from concealment (Heidegger 1971: 17). Meaning is concealed in "standing-
reserve" and acts as a potential where art can create a pattern of movement in a visual 
order to reveal true meaning, becoming an actual. In this instance, art's function is 
about revealing the true nature of things by its strategy of isolation. Isolation in 
this instance refers to the way that art isolates an essence of the "thing", by focus-
ing on the thing itsel£ Through its isolating properties, art preserves the true nature 
of things that are then accessible to be embedded into memory through practice 
(Heidegger 1971: 69-71). 
The "self-revealing" nature of art proposed by Heidegger has important implica-
tions for my argument as Indigenous cultural practices do not operate from a formal 
academic perception of aesthetics and a restricted Western ideological basis. The 
dynamic force created by the movement of revealing as described by Heidegger is 
the premise for arguing an alternative mode of ideology as realized by Indigenous 
practices. In such practices the notion of standing-reserve could be viewed as a meta-
phor of the notion of "country", where all things are extracted through memory and 
practice. 
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However, this movement/happening that Heidegger discusses is still confined to 
Western modes of ideology. Western ideology, as defined earlier, is a representation 
therefore art becomes a representation. This is elaborated by Barbara Bolt in her dis-
cussion of the performative potential of art: 
For Heidegger, as I have argued, representation traps us in a mode of thought 
that insists on grasping reality through imposed conceptual structures. (Bolt 
2004: 55) 
These imposed structures are outside our real existence evidenced by the fact that 
they exist as constructed representations in an "ideological" sense. Interestingly the 
premise of Bolt's investigation lies in the examination of the notion of performa-
tivity, where images are not only representational, but are also performative, as they 
extend themselves to real bodies. It is here that Bolt extends our understanding of 
the ontological dynamic of art. She observes: 
The suggestion that the material practice of art has real material effects and 
there could possibly be a mutual exchange between the matter of bodies and 
the image of bodies, has limited currency in Western art history and theory. 
(Bolt 2004: 168) 
Bolt recognizes that a new "materiality" in the sense of the metaphysical has little 
acceptance in Western discourses and by presenting the notion of art as being more 
than just representational, Bolt asks a vital question: 
How does Western culture respond to the challenge that an image just might 
transcend its own structure as representation? (Bolt 2004: 163) 
The answer is that dominant Western culture cannot, as its premise is based on 
constructed ideologies that are still bound by the material in a limited sense. In ref-
erence to art as demonstrated by Bolt, the issue is with representation itself and the 
ideology of representation can be understood by looking at the term "ideology" as 
discussed in relation to Althusser. The representational falls in the same category as 
the imaginary relationship to existence: images represent reality, therefore are imag-
inary. However, this type of "new materiality" proposed by Heidegger still operates 
within a constructed Western ideological discourse. Bolt recognizes the limitations 
within Heidegger: 
Whilst Heidegger's theorization of the revealing potential of the work of art 
goes beyond representation, it continues to operate within Enlightenment 
modes of thought. (Bolt 2004: 188-189) 
Bolt also distinguishes the conception of light in Australia to the European con-
ception of light as elaborated by Heidegger. She discusses the blinding glare of 
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Australian light and the other, a softer European light and concludes that ontological 
experiences are therefore situated. It is this situated experience of country that gives 
Indigenous people a more objective account of the world as a real ontological expe-
rience. In Indigenous culture there is no division between the real and the ideological 
or split between memory and temporality which perpetuates a subjective amnesia. 
Within the context of Australia, the above mode of enlightenment in a Western 
sense is experienced not in the sense of "light" but in "Land". This chapter proposes 
a fundamental turning point by positing an alternative way of looking at materialism 
through an introduction of the notion of Indigenous ideology predicated on Coun-
try (Land). My argument is in accord with Bolt's criticism of Heidegger's conception 
of light, but also suggests that the notion of "light" used by Heidegger and Bolt is 
still within the framework of a Western discourse because in this framework, knowl-
edge is understood through a metaphor of light. Within an Australian and Indige-
nous context, conceptions of enlightenment and light are not experienced or under-
stood in the same way as they are within a European context. The alternative to this 
notion of "light" is "land". All cultural productions within Australian Indigenous 
culture are created by the basis of "country". One belongs to country which provides 
all sustenance in relation to living and all cultural practices, including "art". As Bolt 
observes: "In the dynamic productivity of material practice, reality can get into im-
ages. Imaging, in turn, can produce real material effects in the world" (Bolt 2004: 8). 
Bolt's theorization opens up an alternative way of looking at materiality in relation 
to art. The images in Indigenous cultural practices are embedded in a living and vi-
brant culture and performativity for the purpose of ritual and practice. They are real 
in the sense of the "real" world and in an ontological sense, since the real world (both 
material and immaterial or imaginary) in Indigenous culture, is ontological. What 
is crucial here is the notion of land. Land, and in an Indigenous view, "country" is 
the basis of this ideology. Interestingly, this lineage, which resonates with Bolt's no-
tion of the "image" transcending representation has not held much value throughout 
Western thought. This is because Western meta-narratives of light and enlightenment 
were established and have been used to devalue other frames of thought. The situat-
ed space proposed here formulated from and by an Indigenous cultural framework is 
one that builds over the constructed void of ideology and its inherent amnesia. 
Bolt elaborates the concept of methexii in order to extend her argument of per-
formativity. She draws on Paul Carter's (1996) elaboration of methexis as a principle 
that can be used to understand the performative nature of Indigenous Australian 
cultural practices. LVfethexis is understood as a sense of action from a fundamental 
basis such as the Dionysian in Greek culture, which encompasses performance that 
is not individualized and has a direct relationship to the group and the commemora-
tive act. Carter observes: 
Methexis was the 'non-representative' principle behind Celtic, and Aranda, art, 
whose spirals and mazes reproduced by an act of concurrent actual produc-
tion a pattern danced on the ground. (Carter 1996: 84) 
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Carter's methexis emphasizes a physical ground and it is through this ground that 
Indigenous practices resonate. Indigenous culture is based on an ancestral history 
where various aspects of culture are not isolated. For example, there is no distinc-
tion between art, culture and living in the mediated experience of human beings. 
It is through the concept of methexis that Bolt proposes a view of art as productive 
materiality, a relationship between bodies and objects and it is in this context that 
Bolt introduces a radical ontology. "Matter is transformed in the exchange between 
objects, bodies and images" (Bolt 2004: 150). Bolt builds her argument by stating that 
materialization is a dynamic of reciprocity rather than a one way dynamic. In answer 
to the question "How do we experience a work of art as both an act of concurrent 
actual production and a sign?" (Bolt 2004: 173). Bolt turns to Charles Sanders Peirce's 
notion of semiosis to argue for a relationship between signification and the material 
world. 
The dynamic object operates as a pressure on, or pulse in, the see-able. The 
insistence of the dynamic object constitutes a key energy or force in the work 
of art. Thus, a picture is not just the coded, immediate object. A picture also 
bears the pressure of the dynamical object. In this way, the dynamic object 
prevents the picture from being reduced to just a sign. (Bolt 2004: 1 7 5) 
This force that prevents the image from being reduced to a sign is vital to my 
elaboration of Indigenous imaging. Bolt's discussion of Peirce's categorization of 
signs as iconic, symbolic and indexical extends on the idea of this dynamic force. 
The iconic refers to how an image looks like a thing, insofar that it is a mirror image. 
The symbolic is such that it "symbolizes" the thing, it is a representation of some-
thing, and does not necessarily look exactly like the thing it represents. The indexical 
is where the image creates a dynamic relation between the things it represents in 
relation to the viewer. In this instance, the image becomes exactly the thing itself, 
materializing itself by its causal relationship to the referent. This is a crucial point in 
relation to methexis and the indexical in the analysis of Indigenous ideology and prac-
tices which are grounded in "country". However it is important to point out that the 
above theories still operate within Western ideological discourses that are predicated 
on notions of light and enlightenment. In this sense we are therefore pulled back 
into ideology as a Western construct. The Indigenous relationship to land provides 
an altogether different basis for conceiving of ideology and casts a new perspective 
on the notion of performativity as elaborated by Bolt. The positing of land as a 
foundation of all Indigenous cultural practices thus points to a different conception 
of art- a conception that is "grounded" because we belong to "country". 
Grounded Ideology 
"Belonging to country" is methexis or "grounded practice" and all cultural produc-
tions extending from this encompass the notion of the indexical. The premise of 
"country" and its definition in an Indigenous ideology is the framework that provides 
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an understanding of how the indexical and radical ontology operate. What is impor-
tant in understanding this alternate framework is that country also demonstrates the 
limits of Western ideological discourses in terms of "grounding" its thinking: 
What is the 'ground' in question which we inexplicably fail to touch? Philoso-
phers may urge other philosophers to ground their thought more thoroughly, 
but this is merely a metaphor and assumes (once again) that the ground itself 
can be taken for granted. What is that fundamental surface that seems to inform 
every dimension of our oneiric, physiological and architectural fantasy but re-
mains, hitherto, metaphorical, metaphysical-ungrounded? (Carter 1996: 3) 
Carter refers to this elusive ground where philosophers establish their thinking 
and inquiry yet they fail to discover its location both in a material and metaphysi-
cal sense. What is this "ground", this fundamental basis that philosophical inquiry 
extends from or lays its foundations upon? This ever-escaping basis that eludes us, 
but is ever present is one that exists within the binaries of Western philosophical dis-
courses, moving constantly with apparent instability, and creating a sense of amnesia 
about our own reality. Within this instability, materialism defines itself, partially real 
and ephemeral at the same time, eluding our vision appearing sporadically in what 
Plato refers to as "fleeting appearance of Being". Materialism is embedded within 
the construct of ideology itself which is specifically a Western one; therefore any 
reverberation of a "new materiality" operates from this basis. A question is posed: 
Can we look outside this construct in order to explore ways of redefining a different 
type of materiality that Western discourse is hoping to find? 
Western discourses based on an ephemeral materiality and the construct of ideol-
ogy attempt to strip away appearances in order to uncover an essence or truth. This 
action removes us further from the truth. Carter suggests that Western philosophy is 
no different to the bulldozers clearing the ground (Carter 1996: 3). In his discussion 
of the colonization of Australia he comments: 
No one appears to worry about what was cleared away when the streets were 
laid out according to a two-dimensional plan, when the natural topography 
was neutralized and in its place artificial vistas were carefully mortgaged. At 
no point in the process of arrival, survey, settlement and residence does the 
ground make any claim upon our attention. (Carter 1996: 1-2) 
This represents a form of amnesia that underpins the colonization of Australia 
and all other colonizations. This underlying amnesia has a direct impact on the cul-
tural foundations of Australia that have negative implications upon a cohesive cul-
tural identity. It is through such a colonization of terra nullius5 that cultural amnesia 
evolves and has an impact on the value given to Indigenous culture which is predi-
cated on "country". Apart from this amnesia about the ground of settlement, land 
is also seen as a type of "other", land is something to be controlled and defined by 
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the use of power. Land is also seen as the "Antipodes", romanticized and feared. The 
important point here is that Western thought works through a metaphorics of light/ 
sight as it relates to knowledge. 
\X/e build in order to stabilize the ground, to provide ourselves with a secure 
place where we can stand and watch. But this suggestion that the ground is 
treacherous, unstable, inclined to give away, is the consequence of our own cul-
tural disposition to fly over the earth rather than walk with it. (Carter 1996: 2) 
The type of value given to "land" in Western terms differs greatly to an Indige-
nous one. Crucial here is the distinction between an Indigenous and \\/estern value 
of "land" and how a Western definition is one that determines the value of an 
Indigenous one. Opposing the notion of clearing the metaphysical ground, is an 
Indigenous conception of art and a worldview that provides an alternative to cul-
tural amnesia and ideology based upon imaginary relationships to real existence. It 
does so by locating materiality in a whole cultural practice. The most vital aspect of 
Indigenous ideology is the fact that all aspects of culture do not stand alone. For 
example, art does not exist in isolation from life and culture as it plays a crucial role 
in cultural life, extending its relationship with country. This will be illustrated with 
reference to the works of Kathleen Petyarre and Rover Thomas and further elabo-
rated through an examination of the works of Badger Bates as mentioned earlier in 
this chapter. 
Indigenous Cultural Ideology and Arts Practices 
Grand narratives and representation within \)\;'estern discourses bring about the on-
set of "amnesia" as it is grounded in a subjective position related to ideology. This 
also applies in \~'estern conceptualizations of "art" and its art practices. Indigenous 
cultural ideology is based on how our ancestors brought into existence the methexical 
relationship between country and people. From this ground, all cultural produc-
tions are created with a holistic inter-relatedness as they do not exist in isolation to 
one another. The vital part of this ideology is the movement and dynamic force of 
everything including the movement across "country" and all culture throughout the 
mediation of everyday life. Within this dynamic, there is no split between memory 
and temporarily or between the ontic and the ontological. 
The argument that Indigenous cultural ideology is ontological recasts Heidegger's 
notion of ontology. Heidegger's notion of ontology still operates within \~'estern 
modes of thinking. Indigenous Australian ontology refuses the binaries of Western 
thought. Furthermore it permits a reconceptualization of ontology that involves 
a shift from "light" to "land" as an underpinning metaphor for ideology. W'hilst 
Heidegger's thinking on ontology is underpinned by the metaphorics of light and 
revelation, the Indigenous imaginary is grounded in materiality and the "real" - in 
ontology. The immaterial is materially constituted by the real material conditions 
of existence, where the immaterial and the metaphysical become a reality through 
the practice of creating cultural productions, through the imaginary or immater-
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ial dimensions of art-making. This immateriality in Indigenous cultural ideology is 
manifest in the real existence of land. "Real immateriality" offers an alternative way 
of defining the concept of "ground" that Western philosophical discourse seeks and 
which underpins artistic practices and materiality. This has numerous and funda-
mental ramifications for cultural identity and the discourse of artistic production by 
highlighting how the relationship of the everyday world and cultural productions 
inform and give basis to Indigenous cultural identity. The ontological relationship 
that people have to country is vital in Indigenous cultural practices where the casual 
relationship between the referent and the sign is reciprocal: 
Art provides a sacred charter to the land and producing art is one of the con-
ditions of existence. It keeps the past alive and maintains its relevance to the 
present. (1\!Iorphy 1998: 5) 
This relationship is demonstrated in the works of both Alyawarr and Eastern 
Anmatyerr artists Kathleen and Margaret Petyarre and Warmun artist Rover Thomas. 
Pettyarr's work focuses on her country as a foundation to her identity and she states: 
That's the dreaming. The Dreaming journeys were made for real people, for 
Aboriginal people. And now we really follow that Dreaming- now Aboriginal 
people keep following it. (Willsteed 2007: 215) 
Petyarre's work focuses on the relationship of the Dreaming and the location of 
ancestors on her country. Her work also points out important information such as 
the location of food, animals and water. These things and the location of impor-
tant sites and tracks are vital in the foundation of "belonging to country" and her 
work demonstrates a reality founded in real country which is the ontological premise 
of Indigenous cultural ideology. It is the reciprocal relationship that she has with 
"country" that informs her work, where country is not passive in the sense of been 
17. Kathleen Petyarre and Margaret Petyarre, Emu1 Thortry Devi~ Yam and Dogwood Seed 
Dreamings at Alhalker and Akweranry, 1989, batik on silk, 592 x 224cm 
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taken for granted. For example, in the work Emu} Thorf!Y Devi~ Yam and Dogwood Seed 
Dreamings at A!thaiker and Akweranty, batik on silk, 1989, Petyarre demonstrates her 
own and her families relationship to country. This specific work outlines a women's 
ceremony from Alhalker country. 
The complexity of this work is the relationship of this ceremony to ancestors, 
animals, dreamings and country itsel£ This country is Petyarre's grandfathers' coun-
try, where various marks in the work signify emu tracks, tracks of dancing women, 
dingoes, yams, yam leaves, hairstring skirts, dogwood seeds, women's body paint 
designs and the dreaming journey of the mountain devil lizards. All aspects of this 
work extend from country, not only the images, but the materials used in its produc-
tion, for example, the ochres. It is this constant reference to all things associated 
with country that creates this work, and it is the artist's role to continue to bring this 
into existence into material reality. Country in this instance plays an active role in the 
materialization of the work. 
This relationship can also be observed in the work of Rover Thomas which draws 
on recollections of the Kukaja/Wangkanjunga world of the Gibson Desert region. 
His work directly articulates country in the sense of a performative mapping. For 
example, Landscapes at Kalumpiwarra} Yalmanta} and Nguiaiiniji, natural pigments and 
gum on board, 1984. This work shows a person's spirit journey where they cannot 
decide which direction to go. This work is a direct mapping of country, it performs 
country as it is the artist's role to articulate, in this case, Thomas' country. The top 
band of yellow ochre demonstrates Blackfellow Creek, the large red ochre shape 
at the top is the rock at Ngarkarlin, the small white shape on the left is the grass at 
Yalmanta, the repeated shapes in orange show a wooded area of trees and the lower 
yellow ochre shape shows Ashburton Hill with a creek running through it. His work 
demonstrates a methexis, a performative rhythm that is part of the real surface of 
country and this performativity is real as it extends from the real world. This real 
world is immaterial and material concurrently and it is Thomas' causal relationship to 
this world that is evident in his work. The work Landscapes at Kalumpiwarra} Yalmanta} 
and Ngulaliniji portrays this country in a material sense from the immaterial world. 
This work is a performative mapping, not a landscape. If anything, we could term it 
a countryscape. The importance of the artist to articulate the relationship to country 
is vital, as it is our role to bring the world into existence through our interaction with 
it. Art is the result of this reciprocal relationship. This demonstrates an Indigenous 
conception of ideology as being our "real" relationship to existence, not one based 
on the imaginary. This further demonstrates the purpose of Indigenous cultural 
practices of relaying the ontological premise of country into the material work. The 
social ramifications of this are vital to the ongoing evolution of Indigenous cultural 
practices as they are intrinsically linked to the real world and refuse to work within 
the binary of the material and the metaphysical as it both at the same time. This is 
vital to a reconfiguration to ideology in Indigenous terms. Country is the founda-
tion of this ideology and it is the causal relationship that we have to country which 
is manifest in cultural productions that becomes the role of cultural practices. The 
causal relationship is not based on an imaginary relationship to real existence as in 
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this instance real existence is evident in real country. The aspect of country in re-
lationship to cultural productions demonstrates the ontological premise of Indige-
nous cultural practices and it is the materialization of the metaphysical aspect of 
country in these practices that refuse the split between the ontic and the ontological, 
the material and the immaterial. Carter refers to this as methexis and it is the ongoing 
methexical relationship to country that is brought to the fore in these practices. This 
is evident in the works of Petyarre and Thomas and will be further analyzed in the 
work of Badger Bates. 
This grounded materiality is evident in both the language and material practices 
of Indigenous Australians. However, it is important to recognize that the status of 
"art" in Indigenous culture varies from Western understandings. Among the various 
languages in Aboriginal Australia, the word "art" is not at all common. For example, 
in Southern Queensland, Murri country, the word "Mulka" translates as painting. 
Also, in Wergaia language of the Horsham district of Victoria, "Yuka" translates as 
"to paint". These two examples illustrate how language relating to art denotes action, 
"to paint". Art in the Western sense has become a stagnant term, whereas in Indige-
nous Ideology, cultural productions are active and inclusive for the whole of society. 
The visual arts in Indigenous culture have a language that is always associated, and 
parallel to, other languages, stories, dance, song, and ritual. In an Aboriginal view, the 
meaning of the visual is inscribed in one's awareness only when it is absorbed through 
languages that affect both mind and body. Languages in this instance are not only the 
spoken oral tradition but the visual languages created in cultural productions. 
The dynamic of ritual and practice within Indigenous culture is vital to overcome 
the Western experience of amnesia and an imaginary relationship to existence. In-
digenous cultural ideology is understood as an "actual" and not a "potential" trying 
to build over the void of nihilism. Indigenous culture has its ideology grounded both 
materially and metaphysically in "country" itself, which overcomes the notion of the 
void experienced in Western discourses. 
Immaterial Land, Memory and Practice 
Indigenous art is a process that reveals memory and is a practice that preserves cul-
ture. This line of inquiry examines and formulates the potential of art as a practice 
that preserves culture. Indigenous "cultural ideology" links ideology, identity and art 
in a cohesive ontology that creates a different "value" upon our existing understand-
ing of "art". 
The important point here, as shown in my reference to Petyarre and Thomas, is 
that an Indigenous framework is connected with the "real" world. Both Petyarre's 
and Thomas' works are grounded in the everyday world. The works Emu1 Thortry 
Devi4 Yam and Dogwood Seed Dreamings at Althalker and Akweranty and Landscapes at 
Kalumpiwarra1 Yalmanta) and Ngulalin!Ji extend out of the artists' relationship to coun-
try. This relationship is based on something real existing in both the world and the 
artists' world, as they are inseparable. Aboriginal "cultural ideology" is the "real" 
world. This Indigenous framework also proposes different layers of ontology, from 
the physical to the spiritual. This is demonstrated in the work of Petyarre and Thorn-
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as and is the foundation to Indigenous cultural practices. However, Western thought 
confines this as mere "myth". A Western conception of culture is one that has a dra-
matic impact on contemporary Australia. Edward Said states the following: 
Now the trouble with this idea of culture is that it entails not only venerating 
one's one culture but also thinking of it as somehow divorced from, because 
transcending, the everyday world. (Said 1993: xiii) 
Much of contemporary art practice is divorced from the everyday or real world. For 
example, postmodern art may at times involve social critiques but it is primarily built 
on a negation of any grounded truths. I will now turn to Indigenous cultural produc-
tions to illustrate the ideas presented here and to further demonstrate my argument. 
A Visit to Bates' country and ancestral lands provides the opportunity to view 
ancient rock engravings that are around 20,000 years old. This type of etching into 
rock is what Bates has transformed into mark making with the process of lino print-
ing. The materiality of Badger's work has direct lineage to an ancient past and prac-
tice. The ontological premise of his work lies in its reality, as his work is directly 
derived from his "country", the basis of Indigenous cultural ideology. The work 
Parntu Thqyilana Wiithi- Cod Eating Yabbies, lino print, 2004 is an example of cultural 
productions that encompass the metaphysical, the material and the ontological. This 
lino print illustrates a number of points raised. Bates has constructed this work from 
memory, a real experience. The cod is part of his real experience as he has opened 
this fish numerous times creating a continual ontological relationship. This is evi-
denced by the relationship that Paakantji have with the Darling River: 
When you open the swim bladder of the Murray Cod, the shape of its skin 
shows the place where this fish was born, under the same shaped tree where it 
was born. (Bates: 2008) 
18. Badger Bates, Parnt11 Thqyilana Wiithi: Cod Eating Yabbies, 2004, lino print, 37 x 79cm 
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It is also believed that people who experience this part of the cod are also born un-
der the same tree that the shape forms. There are various stories such as this that are 
passed through the generations that illustrate different relationships between people 
creating skin groups. This relationship illustrates the connection between people 
and their country and further, the relationship between the real physical world and 
the metaphysical. These both have a causal effect on real land, real people and real 
country and it is this causal relationship that is demonstrated in the indexical im-
ages produced by Bates. This ontology is shown in Bates' work. In Bolt's terms, 
this image has real material affects, as we can see its construction, how the artist has 
performed this print and through its indexicality, the cod has real material effects 
and becomes the cod itself. This is the crucial part of a new materiality explained in 
the following. Bates has made this work from memory, and has presented the cod 
in an iconic and symbolic form. However, the work becomes the cod itself through 
having a real material effect on the viewer by its constant movement, created by lin-
ear patterns that have been created within the ancient rock etchings of his country. 
There is nothing hidden or ephemeral in this work. It does not claim what it is not, 
but rather this work simply relates to the real world conveying a story that is embed-
ded in an ancient culture. This is the sophistication in his work: the ability to borrow 
from one tradition and to communicate through another, one through the work and 
one through experiences as real material experience. The viewer re-experiences this 
materiality even as one views it as representation. 
This ability is also illustrated by the work No More Catfish, lino print, 2004. This 
work has a direct relationship to Badger's experience in watching catfish as a youth. 
By utilizing mark making techniques Badger brings this work to life and also returns 
us to question why there is no more catfish. In his country and in this work, Badger 
is illustrating a direct connection to his surroundings and further illustrates the per-
formative power of the image. In discussing his work, Badger states: "I look at the 
fish, I respect it, I eat it and bring it back to life in art" (Bates: 2008). 
19. Badger Bates, No More Catfish, 2004, lino print, 37 x 75cm 
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It is this performative action that brings to reality the indexical quality of his work. 
The statement above is an action; it is movement, which is also demonstrated picto-
rially within the work itself. It is this dynamic of experiencing this fish that enables 
Badger to bring it to life within the work. This is an ancient performative tradition. 
There are many parallels existing in his work. Firstly, he is relating memory, a vital 
factor in Indigenous culture, to present experience through cultural production and 
repetition. This memory is embedded in country and incites a transformation in the 
thought and awareness of viewers. The physical work also moves constantly by the 
placing of marks within the pictorial space. These layers also illustrate the Indige-
nous perception of all existence in congruent layers from metaphysical to physical 
dimensions. The lineage of cultural productions in an Indigenous view is also im-
portant as images have been renewed in present experience from ancient traditions 
which are premised in "country". 
By engaging with and discussing his work, one forms a relationship of immediacy 
with Bates. This immediacy encourages listeners not only to memorize but also to 
visualize at each stage. This further illustrates the performative power of his images, 
relating ancient traditions in both a metaphysical and material sense in contemporary 
form. His images are extracted from the foundation of his country and are further 
demonstrated by his origins: Paakantji, meaning "River People". 
His work demonstrates an Indigenous "cultural ideology", an ideology that is cre-
ated through the real conditions of existence, and not by our imaginary relationship 
with them, as is the case in the Western construct of ideology and its relationship 
to a separate culture. This raises a number of questions: Is it possible to incorpo-
rate ideas from Indigenous culture within a system of Western thought in ways that 
would contribute to the formation of a more cohesive cultural identity? By under-
standing a new view of ideology within a Western framework and the importance of 
art in relation to culture, we view art in the instance of Indigenous cultural ideology 
as producing and forging a more coherent Australian ideology and identity. If the 
viewer of the work shares in the experience there is a re-living of the experience by 
the artist and a transfer between artist and viewer. This can extend to individuals 
beyond culture and this can be seen as the emergence of an empathetic relationship 
made through art. This aspect of Indigenous culture is vital to refiguring the func-
tion of art as there is no false consciousness within this framework and art has a dif-
ferent function within the whole broader spectrum of cultural practices. It is in this 
sense of ideology and culture and where there is no false consciousness that "reality" 
and cultural ideology can be transferred between cultures. 
To further analyze Indigenous cultural productions, we have to look at the context 
in which they are produced. Ian McLean's review of Smith's Traniformations if Aus-
tralian Art (2002), suggests that: 
The legacy of Aboriginal art might, ironically, be the transformation of a large-
ly nationalist cultural agenda to a post national one that repositions the global 
and local ways we are yet to see. (McLean 1998: 31) 
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In order to achieve the above we have to reconfigure our understanding of art and 
Indigenous cultural productions. For example, Jean-Francais Lyotard, in Dn.Jtworks, 
discusses art as a deconstructing force and in relation to reconstituting figural forms, 
he states: 
Primitive culture cannot be invented; it is given by definition, which means that, 
even in a revolutionized and revolutionary society, man's type of coexistence 
could not have primitive society as its model. The function of a revolutionary 
art is thus very precisely determined. (Lyotard 1984: 72) 
Instead of assigning an ascribed value to a cultures practice, the Western world 
needs to acknowledge the importance of how practice plays a vital role in marking 
the relationship between people and expressing identity. In the context of Australia, 
contemporary contextualizing of Aboriginal art and culture has occurred in a con-
fined terrain that has seen Aboriginal ideology and art practice devalued. Lyotard's 
notion of not being able to use so called "primitive" culture's ideology in revolution 
is created through the value given to oppressed cultures that their ideology is based 
on mythology. However maybe our collective identity lies before us. In looking at 
Indigenous art and ideology, we can reconceptualize an ontological relationship to 
identity, culture and the real. In reference to Aboriginal art, Maurice O'Riordon sug-
gests that: 
This movement signals a broad, ongoing political consciousness with radical 
implications for artistic practice and cultural sustainability that have yet to be 
fully appreciated. (O'Riordan 2003: 33) 
Indigenous cultural productions not only demonstrate a practice that relies on 
the foundations of what Carter states as "ground" but they are founded in the real 
existence of country and not by an ephemeral relationship to an ideology needing 
to build over the top of nothingness, or in search of an elusive foundation. They 
demonstrate an alternate way of defining ideology by opening an understanding of 
art not as transgression, but as an articulation of the notion of a cohesive cultural 
identity. Through its foundation in "country" Indigenous cultural productions pres-
ent a different basis of ideology which is predicated on linking the material and the 
immaterial. The foundations of ideology in a Western sense rely on modes of light 
and empirical experience. An Indigenous Australian conception of culture and life 
encompasses the material with the metaphysical and recasts this binary relationship 
into a complete whole where the immaterial is materially constituted. 
I would like to acknowledge that this chapter was completed on the ancestral 
country of the Wiradjuri people. I pay my respects to elders of the Wiradjuri both 
past and present. I also extend my respects to Guunaary, goanna totem of the Wir-
adjuri peoples. 
The acknowledgement demonstrates the living action of movement, a reciprocal 
dynamic between people and country. It is this act that demonstrates a culture that 
is far from static. This action produces a real effect and, like art and cultural prac-
tices, an acknowledgement demonstrates an action of our role, which is to constantly 
bring to the foreground the basis and premise of our culture: our "country". 
